Track text, logos, videos and animations to specific subjects in your footage with Auto Tracker!
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The FCPX Auto-Tracker is a motion tracking tool created exclusively for
Final Cut Pro X. Easily track text, pictures, logos, videos, and animations
to subjects in footage with a single click. The Auto-Tracker’s technology
gives users the ability to achieve fast and accurate tracks without having
to set a single keyframe. Track forward, track backward, and track

multiple objects in a single scene. FCPX Auto-Tracker is a Final Cut Pro X
exclusive plugin.
The FCPX Auto-Tracker makes tracking text, pictures, videos, and
animations to subjects an absolute breeze with motion tracking
technology. Simply apply a tracker preset to your footage, select an area,
and track! Completely bypass the the tediousness of manual key-framing
with automatic tracking from Pixel Film Studios.
The FCPX Auto-Tracker allows users to patch-up imperfect tracks with
simple controls. Utilize the hot-key “Option” + Click to delete unwanted
points. Editors can delete a single track point or many track points at
once. Lastly, Auto-Tracker users can add new points by scrolling through
the timeline and moving the control point.
Place multiple instances of the Auto-Tracker on the same footage to track
multiple objects onto different subjects in the same scene. Auto-Tracker’s
interface makes precision motion tracking quick and easy so that you
spend cut editing time and achieve amazing results.
The FCPX Auto-Tracker features the ability to track rotation and scale,
allowing editors to create the illusion of tracking in 3D space. This
feature works best when a subject is moving directly toward the camera.
With built in smoothing options, editors can smooth out scale and rotation
tracking data with a single click.

“Track text, logos, videos and animations to specific subjects in your
footage with Auto Tracker!”
Developers at Pixel Film Studios, creators of visual effect tools for the
post-production and broadcast markets, announced the availability of
FCPX Auto Tracker enabling film editors to add incredible precision point
tracking tools to Final Cut Pro X projects.
Established in 2006, Aliso Viejo, California-based Pixel Film Studios is an
innovative developer of visual effects tools for the post-production and
broadcast community. Their products are integrated with popular nonlinear editing and compositing products from Apple FCPX. Apple, the
Apple logo, Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and trade
names are the property of their respective owners.

